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The potential for drag reduction

Status ca.2006
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Percentages are not changing

Status ca.2015
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Drag reduction = Hot topic!
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WP2 – Inner-layer control for drag reduction

• Only near-wall control is considered

• Focus on spanwise forcing (Task 2.1)

• From basic physics to actuator development (Task 2.2)

• Active and passive strategies (Task 2.3)

13 Partners (8 EU, 5 CH) and 171 PM
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Partners in WP2

EU Partner # Partner name MM

1 CIMNE 24

2 UPM 11

3 USFD 11

4 DLR 6

5 ONERA 6.25

6 CNRS-PPRIME 41.5

8 CHALMERS 5

9 POLIMI 13

CH 13 ZJU 8

14 THU 8

16 PKU 8

18 BUAA 12

19 XJTU 17
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Why spanwise forcing?

• Effective interaction with 
near-wall turbulence

• Goal: disrupt / interrupt / 
weaken the near-wall 
turbulence cyle

• Energy efficient

• StTW-W: up to 50% “drag 
reduction”
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Why an experiment?

• Need to go beyond 
prrof-of-concept 
experiment

• More than 40% 
“drag reduction” 
measured

• Abysmally low 
energy efficiency
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Experimental efforts in DRAGY

Plasma DBD actuator Rotating-disc actuator

Synthetic-jet actuator
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Spanwise forcing made passive

The sinusoidal riblets The undulated wall
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The CPI framework

Comparing two flows with/without drag reduction is easy

CFR: drag is reduced

CPG: drag is unchanged

However, interpreting changes is non-trivial

Example: the spanwise-oscillating wall
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A non-CPI experiment
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Key CPI concepts

• a way to carry out experiments

• “the” way to carry out drag-reduction experiments

• essential to address the scaling problem

• unable to solve the chicken-egg problem

More in the next talk by Davide Gatti!

The Constant Power Input approach is:
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Concluding remarks

• Drag-reduction on airplanes is more than welcome nowadays

• Its implementation is challenging but potentially rewarding

• Slow but continuous progress 

• Understanding of physics is still partial

• Setting framework for proper comparison (e.g. CPI) is important


